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Game-changing Website, SubOut.com hits 300 Subscribers! 

Popularity Represents a Shift in the Transportation Industry Culture 
 
 
(Hyannis, Mass.) March 13, 2013 - Not even six months old, Subout.com has hit the 
300th member mark, and is rapidly gaining traction in the transportation industry.   
 
The membership-based service offers transportation companies access to a larger, more 
comprehensive network of contacts for both posting and bidding on jobs, vehicles and 
parts—moving the charter bus and limousine business forward with an accessible, 
affordable cloud-based system. Subout.com is ready 24/7 to any web-enabled device, 
connecting members to a network of thousands and expanding their customer base while 
increasing revenue.   
 
The activity on Subout.com is booming, with over 8,381 transactions that have already 
taken place and over one million dollars in transaction value. The news of Subout.com 
has spread quickly and has generated industry leading customers like US Coachways.     
 
Soubout.com makes it easy, fast and affordable for its members to fill routes. The 
benefits to Subout.com members satisfy a previously unknown gap in the transportation 
industry. Furthermore, its rapid growth in sign ups is a testament to the shift toward 
technology that is just beginning in the industry. 
 
Subout.com founder and CEO, Gary Pudles, is very excited about the trajectory and the 
300th member. He states, “Subout.com has proven to be a game changer for the 
transportation industry. Our members are quickly seeing the benefit of a one-stop shop 
for managing their contracts, routes and equipment. We are listening carefully to their 
needs, and as the site grows and offers increasing value to their membership, the word 
will continue to spread.”  
 
Subout.com’s 300th member is proof that the industry is ready for a change. When 
Subout.com launched, its core goal was to become the communications hub for the 
transportation industry. With its rapid growth thus far, this target is within reach.            
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